Harry James: Play Here With Famous Music Makers

**By Dick Dallas**

Arriving in Williamsburg for the May Day Dance week end is the top music composer of today, James, who is on the roster here with his Music Makers, has in the past few years achieved top standing in box-office appeal, record sales, radio popularity, and built up a tremendous motion picture following.

Formerly with Goodman, James was formerly with Benny Goodman's band, and in the last 11 years that he has formed his own musical organization. Getting off to a slow start, the Music Makers gained momentum gradually, then caught on so fast as a result of their hit recording, You Made Me Love You.

The Music Makers have been responsible for the success of many of our currently popular musical personalities. James has always sought new, unusual talent for his band.

In this week has brought to the Limelight such stars as Frank Sinatra, Dinah Shore, Thomas, Marion Morgan and Kitty Kallen, all of whom formerly sang with the Music Makers.

James originally won popularity with the band. After leaving Hollywood, he then caught on fast as a result of this hit recording.

The play will return to the regular Friday night stand the following week, and run for two more weeks.

Committee Awards Jeannette Keimling Exeter Exchange Scholarship for 1950

**By W. G. City**

Chairman of the Committee on the Exeter College exchange scholarship, Dr. G. City, has announced that this year's award will be presented to Jeannette Keimling.

The College of William and Mary and Exeter College in England have an arrangement where students must have over 70 hours credit to be eligible for the scholarship.

Jeannette Keimling, a native of New York, when a Navy junior and ten cents for reserved seats.

Advance Sales Best in History; Theatre Critics to Review Show

**By Rob Hodell**

Tickets for this year's Varsity Show will open with its 1950 Varsity Show production, Watch Your Step tonight at Phi Beta Kappa Lounge.
First Nighters, Watch Your Step!

The 1960 Varsity Show opened tonight in Phi Beta Kappa Hall. It was attended by a number of professors and students, many of whom arrived late. The opening of a big city musical comedy, but it won't be worth the wait and a half. The show, which is called "The Vast of the West," is being advertised by the students of the college as a "big show." The show is being advertised by the students of the college as a "big show.

The Varsity Show has been staged for some years now and is considered an event of the season for students of the college. Without reviewing the '60 show, we haven't the guess that this one is going to be a big one.

Much hard work by many students has gone into the present production. They've had to study and rehearse until their voices are all in tune and their movements are synchronized. The costumes, sets, and lighting are all perfect, as are the acting and singing. The musical numbers are all well done, and the dance numbers are excellent. The comedy is also well done, and the audience is laughing throughout the show.

In Favor of Retirement

And to echo the sentiments of the sports department and the vast majority of students on campus, one big fat vote for the retirement of Number 23, worn to immortality by Chester Giermak.
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Spring Fever—What Else?

Come this time of year and this kind of weather and schoolwork just naturally takes the rattle out. We forget for awhile our worthy tradition of study and work. What to do?

We hasten declare the positive in this case, to be a sermon in the air. We hasten declare the positive in this case, to be a sermon in the air. Spring Fever, a great deal for we have noticed an increase in the number of students who have been out of class for a few hours of good light entertainment. "The Vast of the West" is a favorite among students. It is student-written, student-produced, student-directed and student-owned. It will be fully student-supported.

Without having reviewed the '50 show, we hazard the guess that this one is going to be a big one. Much hard work by many students has gone into the present production. They've had to study and rehearse until their voices are all in tune and their movements are synchronized. The costumes, sets, and lighting are all perfect, as are the acting and singing. The musical numbers are all well done, and the dance numbers are excellent. The comedy is also well done, and the audience is laughing throughout the show.
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Through The Looking Glass

By Jeanette Keating

"Oh, to be in England now that Agincourt is gone! That is a fine thing to say to one who has never been there, but I am sure it is a fine thing to say to one who has been there, and has seen the fields of Agincourt and the battle of Marston Moor, and the streets of London; and who has seen the blood shed on those fields and streets, and who has felt the bitterness of the French and the English, and the joy of victory for England.
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Add the above items to your try value. 

For 2% and 3% sugar, take the following:

1. Add 1/2 cup of sugar to your try value.
2. Add 1/4 cup of sugar to your try value.
3. Add 1/8 cup of sugar to your try value.
4. Add 1/16 cup of sugar to your try value.

FOULER (Laughing Sibilisitively): Could I? Well, to begin with, in '52 we had the Grand Jury, which began on the 2nd of May, 1949 (marked from 4000 to 4001) and a few other things, but I didn't (marked from 4000 to 4001) and a few other things, but I didn't. WHERE did I put those notes? And besides, all of my secretaries quit.

FOULER: Freda? (The dictator can answer

FOULCOM: CAFETERIA STEAK, ROCKS AND SPARE RIBS

FOULER: CAFETERIA STEAK, ROCKS AND SPARE RIBS
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FOULER: CAFETERIA STEAK, ROCKS AND SPARE RIBS

FOX: Yes. Well, to begin with, in '52 we had the Grand Jury, which began on the 2nd of May, 1949 (marked from 4000 to 4001) and a few other things, but I didn't (marked from 4000 to 4001) and a few other things, but I didn't. WHERE did I put those notes? And besides, all of my secretaries quit.
By Bill Navy

Shall we once again have fishing and camping again at Matoaka? Should campus telephone calls be limited to five minutes per call? Compromise or voluntary? How can we get the grass to grow? Can the gym be used for other than the principal dances?

There are some of the questions which William and Mary's General Cooperative Committee has been currently considering. If it carries on at this pace, the problems will be thoroughly investigated and will be channeled to those who are best fitted for action on them.

Organized in 1940

The Cooperative Committee is a vital one in our student government machinery, for it is perhaps the strongest example of an attempt to better alike students through those student-student and administrator-administrator cooperation.

Made up of student leaders (see the editorial page for precise personnel) and representatives of the various faculties and administration, the organization was in 1940, according to President Bryan, the result of a suggestion from a familiar namesakes as Duke, Guy, Wrenn, Roomer, Wrenn, others, and McCurdy.

"This is a committee done anything?" is likely to be the question that one will ask when the minutes of the Cooperative Committee are seen to the student. And since there does not seem to be any real drop in the amount of powers and function, the best thing to do in order to understand what it is up to would seem to be to look at the record.

It is an interesting and challenging record, and a somewhat humorous one for a faculty and administration.

Chowder's Competition

In the latter part of last month's meeting a most unusual of our student government activity of many motorists to follow the command of the stop signs down by the traffic-light signal prompted the suggestion that a Chowder's Competition be more effective, one similar to "Horse races," than the other. The suggestion made it through, that the Chowder's Motto be, and it was agreed:

"For the Chowder, for the Chowder, forehand white and wool, bottom deep and white.
Stars and Stars

The Chowder men, hot and frosty, were well dressed in a week. Their voices and mugs raised once more, the Welcome Committee was worded, and a musical dance committee was set up for the "47 spring finals at Matoaka."

After two years of difficulties and much effort the effort to make that grass grows in places where it is otherwise. Apparently

There are some names which the committee has considered and which have not resulted in the results hoped for. Before the grass was there at Turf Hill, a project extensive effort to get a new, original dance committee. (I hope you can read the labels on them there Northern pepper bottle.)

This is a recent column. Also Ralph Flanagan and RCA. Victor have come up with a tune that is right in step with the weather- that about the problem of feeding William and Mary students. The label reads Spring will be a little late this year. The tune is one of the old favorites, "I'll see you back to us at this time of year."

Harry Prince croons those

lyric(S) while Flanagan and KAS provide the accompaniment add drop. Jacobs and his tight at the gallery are singing the program as a whole. It is another of Flanagan's characteristically arrangements and features the orchestra on the upper floors.

Super Chef

When you order a steak in the Wigwam you may also get six courses of Ultras by that expert chef, Harry Jacobs. Seems the house is getting a preview of the menu that is so to accompany that great food at the May Day. The reverse label is "A President Award." See WAX WORKS, Page 9

The Wax Works

By Stock Rounds

AT THE LODGES: It's not a Press Warnings at the Lodges that we hope singing down in fraternity row on Saturday night; it's the probability problem at hand.

"Mr. Tyler read the report of the group that were missed on the notices and made requests on their behalf."
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Mackenzen Face Duke, Carolina, Deliver SC Crown

Clip Davidson

Speedy Spider

by Ken Hackler

Tribe Golfers Smash Spiders, Wolfpack; Lose to Wake Forest; Donohue Holes 67

Number four man, Ward Done

Today, the College of William and Mary lists only one jersey number as retired from further athletic competition. That number is that worn by the late number 32 of Garrard "Buster" Ramsey, because of three reasons. First, he was recommended by his coach; second, the selection of any all-this

Mackenzen Face Duke, Carolina, Deliver SC Crown

the doubles matches. Each was downed by Bob Fanjoy of Braves was soundly trounced by Wildcat Whit Cobb. In the only dropped by the fighting Wildcats.

Tribe Golfers Smash Spiders, Wolfpack; Lose to Wake Forest; Donohue Holes 67

There are scheduled match

with powerfully North Carolina on Wednesday, this being a well

by a 17½-3½ score.

in the number one foursome Doug Welland halved his match with Richmond's R. B. Isai as both men shot 76s, and Tribe number two man, Mark McCormack shot a 74 to down Richmond's Bob Pettry.

Doug Welland dropped the only match for the Braves as he lost to State's Bibee. In this match, Lloyd Adams and Bob Basset were active for the Indians'

This year was Buster's number as retired from further athletic competition. That number is that worn by the late number 32 of Garrard 'Buster' Ramsey, because of three reasons. First, he was recommended by his coach; second, the selection of any American selection. Buster's number was withheld from circulation and the memories of his teammates, opponents, coaches and in the minds of all those who knew and cared about him.

We feel that no other W&M player could do justice to the number of Buster's number as retired from further athletic competition.

Monogram Winners

B. N. (Buck) McCoy, director of the athletics department, has announced the awarding of varsity letters to 11 members of the varsity basketball team, seven members of the varsity swimming squad, and seven members of the varsity swimming and diving squad.

Frosh Star Munger Takes Firsts In Big Six Classic

Frosh Star Munger Takes Firsts In Big Six Classic

No one saw coming the extra work that could be worked out in the minds of his teammates, opponents, coaches and in the memories of all those who knew and cared about him.

We feel that no other W&M player could do justice to the number of Buster's number as retired from further athletic competition. That number is that worn by the late number 32 of Garrard 'Buster' Ramsey, because of three reasons. First, he was recommended by his coach; second, the selection of any all-this
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the doubles matches. Each was downed by Bob Fanjoy of Braves was soundly trounced by Wildcat Whit Cobb. In the only dropped by the fighting Wildcats.
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The most satisfied men in school
live in 205 Old Dominion for
the occupants of this room housed
both Texas and Idaho in their first
year in 12 starts.

Howard Smith crew, slamming two
frames.

Opposite Brown Hall
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Second Setback
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The Colonial of George Wash-
ington piled up a 10-1 lead in three
innings, rapped it to 13-1 in six
and looked like a foregone conclu-
sion to the ninth inning when
three runners pointed out by the
Excellence Food

Mild Chesterfield.

By Hugh Moore

The Tribe Nine Goes Hungry Again; Drops Two More

TESTING RECORDS

LEADING BATTERS

AB H RB HBP TB CS BB SF

William & Mary's collegiate baseball team dropped two
more decisions during the past week's schedule, becom-
ing 12-17 last Monday, 14-1, in Wash-
ington.

The Tribe Nine Goes Hungry Again; Drops Two More

TESTING RECORDS

LEADING BATTERS

AB H RB HBP TB CS BB SF

Yewcic was the main bright spot
for the Tribe with four hits in his
playing days.

In New High School

Tommy Boys, U.S. Junior Davis Cupper, Proves Bright W&M Tennis Prospect

Chesterfields are yours.

Dr. Paul Sernberg
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The Tribe Nine Goes Hungry Again; Drops Two More
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He began playing tennis when he
was 13 years old and the fol-
lowing year won the Boys East-
ern Doubles Championship, team-
ing up with Billy Long who is now
playing number one for the Uni-
versity of Virginia.

Chesterfields are yours.

The Colonial of George Wash-
ington piled up a 10-1 lead in three
innings, rapped it to 13-1 in six
and looked like a foregone conclu-
sion to the ninth inning when
three runners pointed out by the
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Pleasant Surroundings

Very nice, indirect lighting

Wilmar's Coffee Shop

Mild Chesterfield.
Rubber Guts Down Trojans, 6-1: Roses Pound Wesleyites

Due to bad weather and an unwillingness on the part of the managers to turn in their scores to the intramural office, only two games were reported played last week in the independent loop. The two poler-house niels of the loop, the Rubber Guts and the Sigmas Roses had their all-important contest rained out, but both did find time to rack up victories.

The defending champions, The Rubber Guts, edged the Trojans 6-1, after Steve Siugott broke a 1-1 tie in the fifth by stepping into an intentional wide pitch and belting it for a four-bagger. The other unbeaten squad, the Roses, led by the big bat of Joe Cardice, Dick Novicovich and Ross Clementis ran over the Wesleyites 14-8 behind steady hurling of Cliff Hammers.

INDEPENDENT LEAGUE STANDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Won</th>
<th>Lost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rubber Guts</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Roses</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flying Vets</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Clubbers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojans</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passioners</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple Vets</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesleyites</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Carnations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Cedars
616 Jameson Rd.
Williamsburg, Va.
A Guest House Of Distinction

Don't Forget It!
May 14th is Mother's Day

Remember her with a
Hallmark Card from
SAGERS JEWELERS
Duke of Gloucester St.
Williamsburg

Tommy Boys
(Continued from Page 3)

be out shooting for more major titles in the next few years. The curly headed racket wielder who may well shape up into one of the country's best in collegiate tennis will participate in the NCAA Championship in Houston, Texas, soon after examinations this year.

The responsibility for William and Mary's continued success in collegiate tennis for the next two years will rest to a great extent on the shoulders of Indian Tom Boys.

Major Nathan Adams, Auburn '40
Personnel Manager, U. S. Air Force

He was his wings and reported to the 88th Fighter Group in Puerto Rico. The group soon returned to the States, giving Adams a chance to marry his college sweetheart.

Within months Adams was overseas, flying "harassers" missions against enemy transport. He flew 61 P-47 missions within seven months, returned to the States late in 1944 for rest and recuperation.

V-J Day came, and Adams decided to make the service a career. He chose personnel work as his career field, was accepted, proceeded to Maxwell Field.

Following a three month course, Lt. Adams dec lid the Air Force was the place for him. He applied for pilot training, was accepted, proceeded to Maxwell Field.

A top scholar and ROTC Honor Graduate, Cadet Lt. Col. Nathan Adams enjoyed his final battalion, but in 1939, soon left for Fort Hill's Field Artillery School.

If you are single, between the ages of 20 and 26, with at least two years of college, consider the many career opportunities as a pilot or navigator in the U. S. Air Force. Procurement Teams are visiting many colleges and universities to explain these career opportunities. Watch for them. You may also get full college and university to explain these career opportunities. Watch for them. You may also get full

U. S. AIR FORCE
ONLY THE BEST CAN BE AVIATION CADETS!
Due to the usual Williamsburg rain, only five of the thirteen scheduled fraternity league softball games were played. In these games Pi Lamb emerged victorious twice, Sigma Rho, Lambda Chi, and Pi KA each once.

In the only game played during the first three days of last week, Pi Lamb downed KA 13-7. Scoring at least two runs in each inning, except the second and fifth, the winners built up an early lead and coasted to victory.

Thursday afternoon the rain left and one game was played. SAE won by forfeit from Phi Alpha and Pi KA Whipped Phi Tau 9-2. Bill Martin, Tom Johnson, and Gilmer Yates collected seven of the victor's ten hits, while Phil Denman's two hits paced Phi Tau.

Two games were played Friday when unbeaten Lambda Chi edged Theta Delt 15-13 and Pi Lamb stopped Sigma Pi 6-2. Lambda Chi saw their 14-2 lead dwindle as the Theta Delts rallied, but too late for victory. In the early innings Joe Spivey silenced the Theta Delt bats, but tired in the later innings and was hit hard. Charley Mears and Jerry Simpson each collected three hits for the winners, while Bob Rawlings led the belated Theta Delt attack with a home run, triple and a single. The win pushed Lambda Chi to second and toppled the losers to eighth place.

Saturday undefeated Sigma Rho, behind Jim Akers' sensational hurling, whipped Kappa Sig 13-4. Akers struck out nine, as his teammates pounded the Kay Sig pitching for fourteen hits, including five by Doug Robinson.

With the season about one-third finished, only Sigma Rho and Lambda Chi remain undefeated. The game between the two may well decide 'the champion, but the Rhomen are top-heavy favorites. The loser will fight it out with SAE, Pi KA, and Pi Lamb for second place.

Howard Smith, intramural director, says that all rained out games, will be rescheduled on a later date. All managers are reminded that if they don't turn in the scores of their games, they will lose by forfeit.

Two participants have already reached the third round of the intramural ping pong tournament. They are Roy Slezak of SAE and Jim Kirkpatrick of Kappa Sig. The deadline for all third round action in the ping pong tourney has been set for next Monday, May 5. All matches must be played off by this time or forfeited.

Howard Smith's intramural office also sets the deadline for the first round of the horseshoes tournament for tomorrow. Sigma Rho's Olai Hedman and Paul Walton of SAE, the finalists in the handball competition, will play their championship deciding match at the duration of the baseball season.

**FOR A QUICK SNACK**

**Try**

**The CAMPUS GRILL**

"Where the Campus Meets"

For

Arrow Basque Shirts

MADE TO FIT YOUR VACATION PLANS

—So before you leave, pick up a couple of these trim-fitting shirts at your favorite Arrow dealer's. They're smart looking. They're comfortable! Perfect with all your sports attire, and ideal for your vacation wardrobe!

$1.25 to $3.95

ARROWSHIRTS & TIES

UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

**WE DARE THEM ALL!**

**Phillip Morris challenges any other leading brand to suggest this test!**

In Just ONE MINUTE... you can prove to yourself PHILIP MORRIS is definitely less irritating—therefore more enjoyable—than the brand you're now smoking!

1... light up a PHILIP MORRIS

then, just take a puff—DON'T INHALE—and slowly let the smoke come through your nose. Easy, isn't it?

2... light up your present brand

Do exactly the same thing—DON'T INHALE. Notice that bite, that sting? Quite a difference from PHILIP MORRIS!

Thousands and thousands of smokers—who tried this test—report in signed statements that PHILIP MORRIS is definitely less irritating, definitely milder than their own brand. See for yourself what a difference it makes, what a pleasure it is, to smoke America's FINEST Cigarette. Try PHILIP MORRIS today!
Indian Band Offers Series of Concerts

The William and Mary Band will have a series of outdoor concerts Tuesday evening through Saturday afternoon. Professional and amateur program will feature larger concert pieces and include marches played at the Winchester Festival, several light concert pieces and two classical suites. The admission charge of 50 cents will be made to all patrons. The band will also give a short outdoor concert in the Garden for May Day on Monday, May 21, they will appear at the local music festival to be held at the Common Glory Theatre.

We're having so many changes about the student report of these concerts, especially in view of the fine turn-out we had last year and honors it received at the 1950 Apple Blossom Festival in Winchester," stated Alan C. Stewart, band director.

Sarah Enos, Lee Renander Represent W&M at Intercollegiate Convention

On April 29-32 the 32nd annual convention of the Southern Intercollegiate Association of Student Government was held at Alabama College in Montevallo, Alabama. Fifteen southern colleges, coed and women's colleges and universities, were represented by electors. Representing the College of William and Mary were Sarah Enos and Lee Renander, president of William and Mary's Student Government.

The general theme of the convention was "Making Student Government More Vital," and the various discussion and workshop sessions centered around that theme. The Friday night meeting was highlighted by a discussion on the college Honor Council, led by Bob Latimer of Randolph-Macon Women's College. On Saturday the elections of officers for the coming year were held, and Sharon W. House of Randolph-Macon was elected president of the convention.

Following a banquet for the delegates on Saturday night, Lee Renander, president of the University of Pennsylvania, delivered an address on Youth and Freedom.

The library has posted on the general reading room bulletin board a list of books found missing in the 1949 inventory. The librarian requests members of the community to examine this list. All help which can be given to aid the library in locating any of these volumes will be appreciated.

Charles J. Duke, buyer, of the college stated that compliments were in order to the student body for their cooperation in keeping up the grass. However, this year, the grass is actually getting a start chiefly because of the fine turn-out we had last year and on account of the fine weather. Results of the fine weather were in order to the student body and the college stated that compliments were due in order to the fine weather. Results of the fine weather were in order to the student body and the compliments were due in order to the fine weather.
**College to Sponsor Collection of Funds For Cerebral Palsy**

A drive for contributions to the Cerebral Palsy Fund will be held on the campus this week, announced Mrs. John McGuire, chairman for James City County.

This disease, Mrs. McGuire stated, is an appalling neuro-physiological condition which can affect hearing, speech, sight, or any body structure. It is caused by injury at birth, by injury to the brain, or by certain diseases. This affliction has no regard for financial or social status. It was emphasized, recent medical discoveries and research show that something can now be done to alleviate this condition.

Con boxes will be distributed in the dormitories by the dean managers for contributions.

---

**Greek Letters**

Virginia Kappa chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon held a spring picnic on Saturday at the Yorktown Point. The chapter recently held its annual banquet at Westminster and Sunday held a Lawn Party for the Tri.

---

**Religious News**

The Wesley Foundation will have a Communion Breakfast Sunday from 7 to 9 a.m. in the Lounge.

This week interest in attending the conference at Natural Bridge was more than usual. Everyone is urged to attend this conference which will be educational as well as fun.

---

**College Calendar**

Win Telephone Quiz Store.

Any student interested in donating should contact the Bloodmobile for contributions. It's that great tune by George Shearing's latest on RCA.

---

**Student Assembly**

(Continued from Page 1) A student assembly representative to serve on the Disciplinary Committee in addition to the student body. This student will be elected among the junior class representatives to the Assembly and will serve on the committee for one academic year.

---

**Graduate Student**

To Address Chapel Tomorrow Evening

Elliott Williams, graduate student of William and Mary, will speak on "The Christian Church in Me at Chapel Service tomorrow evening.

Alan C. Stewart, assistant professor of fine arts, was the speaker for student assembly representative to serve on the Disciplinary Committee. Stewart spoke on the Unitarian church, a church that believes in an open, thoughtful, and established creed. The church is based on religious principles which are: complete universal freedom, unrestricted criticism of religious views, and an emphasis on the unitarian's religion in his way of life. In conclusion, Stewart emphasized that Unitarianism is not a religion of negativism.

---

**Student Reading and King Win Telephone Quiz**

It all goes to show that it pays to be a son of the Confederate. As PHYLLIS and STEELE found out last week when they answered the phone and found E. Lee and Ht&s, the weekly Chesterfield-Flat Hat quiz.

The Bloodmobile will visit the Bruton Parish House on May 12. Any student interested in donating should contact the Bloodmobile for contributions.
ODK Anticipates Revenge At Classic Softball Match

Condensed Delta Kappa, bolstered by a new crew of 'veterans', will attempt to gain revenge for their basketball defeat by the faculty when they clash with them on the soft ball field at Chandler Hall Tuesday afternoon at 3:30. The game will be held on the field set aside for the faculty by Chandler Hall.

Although the ODK's found it difficult to put together a basketball quintet last month, they promise to have a full softball team on hand when the umpires' years, plus four, call the plays.

Airtight Defense

Coming hardS打击ing the air, the joy-carriers hope to compensate the apparent lack of a seasoned pitcher with experience at the other positions.

The starting lineup has not yet been picked, but manager Hugh Zellman has a tentative infield composed of Bud "Ehendid" Bracken, first base; John "Slan-ky" Dayton at second, Bill "Burr-ridkom" at the hot corner, and Chet "Spider" Ger- nash at shortstop. Hugh "Famous Spitball" Haynie also looms as a candidate for an infield position.

Two Platoons

On the other side, the faculty, with a wealth of material—although somewhat over-aged—to introduce the two platoon system to the game, is expected to try to in-
novate a system.

Joe "All-Independent League" DeSamper has a tentative infield of William and Mary for senior candidates for an infield position. Epitaph" Haynie also looms as a candidate for an infield position.

The versatile: Sam "Nine-fifty" Dunnaway, manager of the team, was uncertain about the remainder of his roster, but feels sure that the faculty can give the ODK's a 114 East 54th St.

College Fun

"College Fun' Offers Scholarships

Winners in the annual science contests sponsored by the College will be asked by Edwin F. Glick, a student at Thomas Jefferson high school at Augusta Military Academy, to determine the number planning to enter and the number who will enter after June 1.

Dormitory representatives will call and ask for dates outside of the class if they have only a slight advantage over those who have paid for their first jobs. Veterans appeared to have only a slight advantage over non-veterans when it came to finding jobs. Half the 1947 law graduates had obtained employment in less than two months after graduation; however, 12 percent had to wait four months or longer for their first legal jobs. It took women much longer than men to obtain legal positions.

Dual Employment

It should be noted that the grad-
ing classes of 1946 and 1947 were looking for jobs at a time when the employment situation was much more favorable for men. The number of openings for new entrants in the next year or two.

However, such conditions were better than for lawyers in general practice. Even those positions are comparatively few in number and are usually found only with big law firms in the large cities.

Specialties favored

Opportunities for specialists are better than for lawyers in general practice. Each position is better than the other in terms of potential. Lawyers are often better than for lawyers in general practice.

Although legal training is becoming in-
novate a system.

Sophomores to Hold Picnic at Yorktown

The sophomores' class picnic will be held at Yorktown on Sunday, May 14. Transportation to the picnic will be free to every student with a first and third class card and three cents for the other students.

Refresheiments include cakes and hot dogs as well as a hot dog stand at 5:30 p. m. for members who plan to return late.

Contemporary undergraduates have been working hard and are receiving a national audience through the College Fun magazine. Students have an opportunity to have their work published in the magazine, which pays $5 for stories and full page cartoons, as well as $25 for smaller cartoons, parodies and verse.

Talents may be forwarded to College Fun, 114 East 54th Street, New York, N. Y.

Hocutt Announces Scholarship Winners

Winners in the annual science contests sponsored by the College will be asked by Edwin F. Glick, a student at Thomas Jefferson high school at Augusta Military Academy, to determine the number planning to enter and the number who will enter after June 1.

At Classic Softball Match

Prince George Bicycle & Hobby Shop

Bikes for Rent, Sale and Repair

Special Student Rental Rates

Prince George St.

NORCROSS GREETING CARDS

College Shop

WILLIAMSBURG, VA.

For All Your Dry Cleaning Needs

Williamburg Laundry & Collins Cleaning Co., Inc.

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

Dry Cleaning Dept. Phone 48

Williamburg Theatre

Best opportunities usually lie in medium-size and smaller cities, especially those with prospects of economic expansion. These cities and county seats offer relatively good opportunities. The prospects for men are somewhat better than for women in medium-size and smaller. The best opportunities for women are expected to be in small cities and the large and medium-sized cities in Washington, D. C.

Survey Conducted

On information from several hundred law school graduates of 1946 and 1947 their first job was available from a survey conducted by the B’nai B’rith Vo-
cational Service Bureau. The sur-
vey shows that about one-third of the 1947 graduates applied for one or more prospective employers and that about the same number applied to six or more prospective employers. Veterans appeared to have only a slight advantage over non-veterans when it came to finding jobs.

Although the DDK's found it difficult to put together a basket-
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